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The notion of Thouless energy plays a central role in the theory of Anderson localization. We
investigate and compare the scaling of Thouless energy across the many-body localization (MBL)
transition in a Floquet model. We use a combination of methods that are reliable on the ergodic side
of the transition (e.g., spectral form factor) and methods that work on the MBL side (e.g. typical
matrix elements of local operators) to obtain a complete picture of Thouless energy behavior across
the transition. On the ergodic side, Thouless energy tends to a value independent of system size,
while at the transition it becomes comparable to the level spacing. Different probes yield consistent
estimates of Thouless energy in their overlapping regime of applicability, giving the location of
the transition point nearly free of finite-size drift. This work establishes a connection between
different definitions of Thouless energy in a many-body setting, and yields new insights into the
MBL transition in Floquet systems.
Introduction.– Out-of-equilibrium properties of disor-
dered interacting systems have recently attracted much
interest. This attention is due to the remarkable fact
that such systems may avoid thermalization via the phe-
nomenon of many-body localization (MBL) [1–4]. The
characteristic features of MBL, apart from the system’s
long-term memory of the initial state, include logarith-
mic spreading of entanglement [5, 6] and emergent inte-
grability [7, 8], which is stable with respect to finite but
sufficiently weak generic local perturbations. The last
property implies that MBL systems represent a paradigm
of non-thermal phases of matter, which violate the eigen-
state thermalization hypothesis [9–11] at a finite energy
density above the ground state.
In addition to stability with respect to perturbations of
the Hamiltonian, pioneering works [12–17] have demon-
strated the existence of MBL in the presence of peri-
odic driving. In these Floquet systems, MBL allows
to avoid unbounded heating, thus enabling the exis-
tence of new non-equilibrium phases of matter, such
as time crystals [18, 19] and anomalous Floquet insula-
tors [20, 21]. These and related phases are actively inves-
tigated in current experiments with NV-centers [22, 23],
cold atoms [24], and trapped ions [25].
Despite significant recent progress, many open ques-
tions remain in the field of MBL, such as the transition
between MBL and delocalized (thermalizing) phase. In
studies of localization-delocalization transitions in single-
particle systems [26, 27], a central role is played by the
so-called Thouless energy (ETh) [28]. Intuitively, ETh
sets the scale at which the system’s energy levels develop
random-matrix-like correlations. On the one hand, ETh
is directly linked to a physical observable – the system’s
conductance, while on the other hand, ETh can be defined
and practically computed by the response of energy lev-
els to the twisting of boundary conditions. Linking seem-
ingly unrelated characteristics of the system, ETh under-
lies the celebrated scaling theory of localization [29].
The central role of ETh in the understanding of single-
particle localization has motivated its recent extensions
to many-body systems. In particular, Ref. [30] intro-
duced a probe based on the behavior of typical matrix
elements of local operators, while Refs. [31–34] used spec-
tral properties such as fluctuations of level number and
spectral form factor to map out ETh as a function of
disorder strength. Refs. [35, 36], following the original
Thouless idea, investigated the sensitivity of many-body
energy levels to boundary conditions. Furthermore, the
behavior of the spectral function was used as a yet an-
other probe of ETh [37]. The inverse of ETh, the Thouless
time, can be understood as a characteristic time scale of
the system’s dynamics [38]. It is worth noting that ETh is
also one of the central building blocks of phenomenologi-
cal renormalization group studies of MBL-thermal transi-
tion [39, 40]. Thus, several candidates for the generaliza-
tion of ETh to disordered interacting systems have been
proposed. However, the comparison of different defini-
tions of ETh is currently missing. Moreover, in Hamilto-
nian systems, the interpretation of ETh behavior is often
complicated by pronounced finite-size effects and non-
uniform density of states [41].
The goal of this paper is to compare the behavior of dif-
ferent notions of ETh in many-body systems. Following
Ref. [15], we study a many-body Floquet model with-
out any conservation laws, which reduces finite-size ef-
fects compared to the more often studied Hamiltonian
models, such as the disordered XXZ spin chain [42]. An
additional advantage of the Floquet model is that the
many-body density of states is uniform, thus removing
the need for spectral unfolding [43]. In Hamiltonian mod-
els of MBL, on the other hand, the density of states varies
strongly with energy; in particular, states at the edge of
the spectrum are more localized than those in the center,
leading to the many-body mobility edge [30, 44, 45].
Below we demonstrate that a number of different def-
initions of ETh are qualitatively consistent across the
MBL transition in the Floquet model defined in Eq. (1)





























































FIG. 1. Spectral properties across the MBL transition. (a) Level spacing distribution for different values of disorder g/π
4
, see
legend in panel (c). The curves for the three most ergodic values overlap. (b) Average ratio of adjacent level spacings rav and
the most likely level spacing value ∆∗ interpolate between different limiting values in the MBL and ergodic phases. Different
curves are for system sizes L = 8, . . . , 14 and their crossing yields an estimate for the location of MBL transition g∗ ≈ 0.36.
(c) Deviation of the spectral form factor K(τ) from the random matrix prediction (dashed line) occurs at progressively larger
values of 1/τ as disorder strength is decreased (g increases). Data shown for L = 12 and the values of g/π
4
are specified in the
legend. Dots indicate the data points obtained with exact disorder averaging using a dual transfer matrix approach [46–48].
(d) ETh defined as 1/τ at the point of deviation of K(τ) from the random matrix curve in panel (c). ETh becomes a constant
independent of system size on the ergodic side, while in the transition region ETh decreases exponentially with L.
size independent, consistent with recent analytical results
obtained in the large-N limit [32]. ETh decreases upon
approaching the MBL transition, becoming smaller than
the many-body level spacing. Spectral probes naturally
operate in one of the two regimes: (i) the ergodic regime
when ETh is large, and (ii) the transition regime and
MBL phase, where ETh is comparable to or smaller than
level spacing. In contrast, the statistics of matrix ele-
ments allows us to access both regimes.
Model.—We consider the following Floquet model for
a periodic chain of L spins-1/2, defined by the evolution











where σαj , α = x, y, z are Pauli operators, and hj ∈ [0, 2π]
are uniformly distributed random variables. The param-
eters g and J determine the importance of disorder in
the system. Here, we fix J = g and vary g from 0, where
model is trivially localized, to π/4 where the model (1)
becomes “perfectly ergodic” [46, 47, 49], in particular
it exactly follows certain predictions of random-matrix
theory [47]. Furthermore, Refs. [15, 50] studied a similar
Floquet model, with the fields hj having both a constant
and random components; in contrast, in our model hj
are fully random.
In order to study the phase diagram of the model (1)
and compare different probes of ETh we use exact diago-
nalization. We numerically calculate [51] the quasiener-
gies θn (defined modulo 2π) and eigenvectors |n〉 of the
Floquet operator, that satisfy F̂ |n〉 = eiθn |n〉. We first
extract ETh from the spectral probes which include level
statistics and spectral form factor. Afterwards, we pro-
ceed with the statistics of matrix elements of local oper-
ators which allows to extract ETh using typical matrix
elements and spectral functions.
Level statistics.—Statistics of (quasi)energy levels has
long been used as a probe of quantum chaos and integra-
bility in single-particle systems [52], and in recent years
it has been fruitfully applied in a many-body setting.
It is worth noting that spectral probes may reveal the
breakdown of chaos and ergodicity even when conserva-
tion laws are not known explicitly. MBL phase, owing to
the emergence of local integrals of motion, exhibits Pois-
son level statistics, while the ergodic phase is character-
ized by level repulsion following Wigner-Dyson, random-
matrix level statistics [42]. Due to the form of the Floquet
operator in Eq. (1), the relevant random matrix theory
ensemble is the circular orthogonal ensemble (COE) [43].
These limiting cases of level statistics for the model (1)
are demonstrated in Fig. 1(a), which shows the prob-
ability distribution of level spacings, P (∆), where the
level spacing is defined as ∆n = (θn+1 − θn)/δav, with
δav = 2π/2
L. This definition implies that 〈∆〉 = 1, and
no unfolding is needed due to constant density of states.
At small values of g . 0.3 corresponding to strong dis-
order, the distribution of level spacings P (∆) is Poisson,
signalling an MBL phase. At large values of g, when the
system is deeply in the ergodic phase, P (∆) is described
by the COE ensemble. At intermediate values of g, level
repulsion is still present, as evidenced by the vanishing
of P (∆) as ∆ → 0. However, the maximum ∆∗ of P (∆)
decreases as g is decreased, compared to the random-
matrix value. This corresponds to the breakdown of the
random-matrix description and weakening of the level re-
pulsion in the critical region, which is also reflected in the
softer-than-Gaussian tail of P (∆) at large ∆, see bottom
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panel of Fig. 1(a).
To estimate the location of MBL-thermal transition
from level statistics, we first use the r-parameter [53], de-
fined as rav = 〈min(∆n,∆n+1)/max(∆n,∆n+1)〉, where
〈..〉 denotes averaging over the spectrum and different
disorder realizations. For the Poisson distribution, this
parameter has the value rav ≈ 0.39, while for the COE-
distributed levels it equals rav ≈ 0.54 [54]. The behavior
of rav-parameter for different system sizes is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). The curves, interpolating between the Pois-
son and COE values at small and large g, respectively,
cross at g∗ ≈ 0.36, which we take as the location of the
critical point separating MBL and thermal phases. We
note that the drift of the crossing point with increasing
L, which is pronounced in Hamiltonian models, appears
to be nearly absent for our model, which we attribute to
the absence of conservation laws [15].
An alternative way of estimating the location of the
critical point is provided by studying the most likely
value of ∆∗, defined by the maximum of P (∆). Parame-
ter ∆∗ is expected to interpolate between 0 in the MBL
phase and a COE value ≈ 0.45 in the ergodic phase.
Thus, its finite-size behavior provides a probe of the crit-
ical region. Indeed, different curves [Fig. 1(b)] cross at
a value consistent with that estimated from r-parameter
above.
Spectral form factor.—Spectral form factor (SFF)
probes spectral correlations at energy scales larger than
the typical level spacing [55]. SFF is given by the Fourier-




















where F̂ is the Floquet operator (1), and 〈..〉 denotes
disorder averaging. As mentioned above, in our Floquet
model there is no need for spectral unfolding, which is
necessary for Hamiltonian models. Further, given that
quasienergies are defined modulo 2π, we take τ ∈ Z+
taking positive integer values. Qualitatively, SFF at
“time” τ probes spectral repulsion, or its absence at the
quasienergy scale ∼ 1/τ .
Random-matrix theory [43] predicts a linear depen-
dence of SFF on τ . Ergodic systems are expected to
exhibit such linear behavior K(τ) ∝ |τ | at energy scales
below ETh, 1/τ . ETh. Thus, SFF provides a way to
extract ETh; however, this is only possible in the ergodic
phase, where ETh is large, while in the MBL phase other
means should be sought. We note that at energy scales
much smaller than the typical level spacing, 1/τ ≪ δav,
the SFF becomes a constant, irrespective of whether the
system is ergodic.
We computed SFF in two complementary ways: first,
by directly evaluating Eq. (2) from the energy spectrum
and averaging over 100 − 1000 disorder configuration,
and, second, using the exactly disorder-averaged dual-
transfer matrix approach described in Refs. [46–48]. The
latter method is limited to relatively short times τ ∼ 10,
but provides a useful benchmark for confirming that the
disorder-averaging in the former method is sufficient.
Fig. 1(c) shows that in the ergodic phase (g & g∗), SFF
depends linearly on τ up to ETh(g, L), as predicted by
the random-matrix theory. The scaling of ETh for differ-
ent system sizes, shown in Fig. 1(d), suggests that in the
ergodic phase, ETh(g, L) → E∗Th(g) as L → ∞, that is,
Thouless energy tends to a constant that does not depend
on system size (but depends on g). This is consistent with
previous results [32], obtained for a model of q-state spins
with q → ∞ and d > 1. In the critical region, we find the
scaling ETh(g, L) ∝ δav, showing that, similar to Hamil-
tonian systems, at the MBL-thermal transition the ra-
tio of ETh and level spacing remains approximately con-
stant [30]. Note that the point where ETh extracted from
SFF exhibits clear exponential scaling with L coincides
with the point where ∆∗ remains constant [Fig. 1(b),
(d)], demonstrating that the two probes yield consistent
results.
Matrix elements.—An attractive feature of spectral
probes is their universality: additional conservation laws,
irrespective of their precise form, would lead to Poisson
level statistics. However, to describe real-time behavior
of physical observables, and to obtain insights into the
structure of conservation laws in the non-thermalizing
phases, it is necessary to study the structure of eigenfunc-






































































FIG. 2. (a)-(c) Statistics of ratios between matrix ele-
ments and level spacing displays qualitatively different be-
havior in different phases. Color corresponds to system sizes
L = 8, . . . , 14 in the order of increasing intensity. (a) In the
MBL phase the distribution broadens and the typical value
decreases exponentially with system size. (b) At the transi-
tion, the mode moves very little, but the distribution broadens
with L. (c) Deep in the ergodic phase, the evolution of the
distribution is consistent with ETH predictions. (d) Mode of
the matrix element distribution vs g. The crossing point of
curves for different L is consistent with the transition esti-
mate from spectral probes. (e) Scaling collapse of the data in
panel (d) gives the critical exponent ν ≈ 1.2.
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ically, this comes with an added advantage of utilizing
more information per sample. Below we will investigate
two ways of extracting ETh from matrix elements of lo-
cal operators, which have been employed in Hamiltonian
models of MBL: the ratio between matrix element and
level spacing [30] and spectral functions [37, 56].
We first focus on the statistics of matrix elements
of a local operator Ô between the Floquet eigenstates,
Onm = |〈n|Ô|m〉|, and the corresponding “many-body
Thouless parameter” defined here as G = [Onm/δav]∗.
The notation [..]∗ denotes the mode value, this defini-
tion is nearly identical to the one that uses an average of
the logarithm [30, 51]. Deep in the ergodic phase, ma-
trix elements obey the ETH [9, 10], which implies scal-
ing Onm ∝
√
δavRnm, where Rnm are random, normal-
distributed numbers with a variance of order one. This
corresponds to G ∝ δ−1/2av ≫ 1. In the MBL phase, in
contrast, owing to the emergence of local integrals of mo-
tion, typical matrix elements decay much faster than the
level spacing G(L) ∝ 2−κL with κ > 1. Further, similar
to localized wave functions, the matrix elements develop
broad, log-normal distribution [27].
We have studied several local operators for the model
(1), and the resulting distribution for the operator Ŝz =
σz1/2 is illustrated in Fig. 2(a)-(c). As expected, we ob-
serve that in the MBL phase the distribution P (Sznm/δav)
is log-normal, and mode of Sznm/δav decreases exponen-
tially with L. On the ergodic side, in contrast, this ratio
exponentially increases, as predicted by ETH, while the
distribution remains narrow. In the critical region, we
find that the distribution broadens, while the typical ra-
tio P (Sznm/δav) remains approximately independent of L.
The behavior of G in Fig. 2(d) serves as an indicator
of the location of transition, which yields an estimate
consistent with spectral probes. Similar to the finite-size
scaling of rav, we do not find any significant drift of the
crossing point. An interesting question concerns the re-
lation of G and ∆∗. We find that on the MBL side of the
transition, G(L) decays much faster compared to the lat-
ter quantity. We attribute this to the fact that G probes
matrix elements between eigenstates with quasienergy
difference of order one, while ∆∗ rather probes matrix
elements between nearby energy states, which are en-
hanced.
In order to obtain the critical exponents, we perform
the scaling collapse of G(L) shown in Fig. 2(e). The value
of the critical exponent is ν ≈ 1.2, which still violates the
Harris criterion [57, 58], however this violation is weaker
compared to the exponent in Hamiltonian systems [44].
This, along with the almost absent drift of the crossing
point, suggests weaker finite size effects due to the ab-
sence of conserved quantities.
Spectral function.—Spectral function (SF) quantifies
the energy structure of a matrix element which can be
experimentally probed in absorption spectroscopy. SF of




















































FIG. 3. Spectral function (3) for different system sizes in the
MBL phase (a), at the transition (b), and in the fully ergodic
phase (c). For energies larger than ETh the spectral function
does not depend on system size. Since ETh is very small on
the MBL side and constant in the ergodic phase, the spectral
function collapses in the full range of considered frequencies.
(d) Scaling of ETh extracted from the kww fit to the spectral
function [51]. (e) Exponent of the asymptotic power law of
the kww fit [? ].
where the sum runs over all eigenstates, corresponding to
the infinite temperature ensemble. This SF is a Fourier
transform of the infinite-temperature real-time correla-
tion function 〈Ô(t)Ô(0)〉T=∞, thus, it contains informa-
tion about the system’s dynamical time scales. In par-
ticular, in the ergodic phase, the spectral function has a
plateau for ω . ETh, since the Thouless time is a scale
at which the excitations have propagated through the
system and the dynamics have saturated.
The evolution of disorder-averaged spectral function of
Ŝz operator, f2(ω), across the MBL-thermal transition is
illustrated in Fig. 3(a)-(c). Deep in the MBL phase, spec-
tral function develops a delta-function peak at ω = 0 [51],
while its behavior at ω > 0 approximately follows power-
law behavior, also observed in Hamiltonian MBL sys-
tems [37]. In the critical region, a power-law with a larger
exponent gradually develops, and spectral function does
not exhibit a visible plateau, consistent with ETh be-
coming of order of the level spacing. Deep in the ergodic
phase (c), in contrast, the spectral function is nearly in-
dependent of system size, showing a wide plateau, which
yields an estimate of ETh consistent with spectral probes.
To quantify ETh from the spectral function we fit f
2(ω)
using the Fourier transform of a stretched exponential
(so-called kww function [? ]). This is consistent with
recent work [50] that reported the stretched exponential
decay of real time correlation functions. The fitting pro-
cedure [51] results in ETh shown in Fig. 3(d). The expo-
nent β, which controls the asymptotic power-law behav-
ior of the spectral function is illustrated in Fig. 3(e). The
spectral function f2(ω) behaves as 1/ω1+β for ω ≫ ETh.
We note that β exhibits non-monotonic behavior with
5
maximum around the transition point. In addition, in
vicinity of transition, we observe a collapse of spectral
function f2(ω)/2L plotted as a function of ω/δav for dif-
ferent system sizes, see [51].
Discussion.— We have studied and compared the be-
havior of ETh across the Floquet many-body localization
transition obtained using various probes based on spec-
tral properties and matrix elements of local observables.
Among the considered probes, SFF and spectral func-
tion work well on the ergodic side yielding consistent
values of ETh that saturates at a value independent of
system size. This is in contrast to the Hamiltonian mod-
els, where ETh(L) ∝ L−1/γ exhibits subdiffusive scaling
with L with a disorder-dependent exponent [59]. In the
critical region, ETh becomes of the order of many-body
level spacing. In the critical region the extraction of ETh
from the SFF and spectral function becomes unreliable,
and we obtain ETh from the most probable value of the
level spacing and many-body Thouless parameter.
In addition to scrutinizing different notions of ETh, our
work provides new insights into the MBL transition in the
Floquet model. The absence of any conserved quantities
in the considered model reduces the finite size effects,
which is manifested in the larger value of the critical ex-
ponent and weaker drift of the critical point, in agree-
ment with earlier numerical studies of a different model
using a different set of probes [15]. Moreover, we find the
properties of spectral functions to be consistent with the
stretched exponential relaxation of real-time correlation
functions [50].
Several open questions remain for future work. In par-
ticular, in light of an apparent absence of subdiffusion in
the ergodic phase in Floquet models, it would be interest-
ing to investigate the rare-region effects on the spreading
of entanglement, correlation functions decay, and impli-
cations for the nature of the transition into the MBL
phase. Furthermore, the link between different defini-
tions of ETh established here may serve as a foundation
for developing a scaling theory of the Floquet-MBL tran-
sition.
Note added.— While this paper was being finalized,
Ref. [60] appeared which investigates SFF in a Floquet
model of MBL using dual disorder-averaged transfer ma-
trix approach also employed above.
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